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combine to prevent a clear detection of Galactic emission. 
this we consider data from the 3, 

GHz Table 1 summarizes the in-
perro,rnlaltCe of each radiometer. We the 

the variance of data 
within each bin to the of observations in that 
bin. This value for the noise thus includes calibration as 
well the effect of ,,,,,,,_trormcm 

The observed emission is a syn-
and 

uniform rtl[tgnletllc 
a power 

where T is 
h is Planck's constant, 

2 shows the 

fJO,~abW'M in a 
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same Galactic features are observed at each fre-
A linear fit to each index 
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c"'nr-fwntrrm emission, 
convolve synchrotron and free-free to 

the ARCADE 1l?6 beam width. 
The ARCADE 2 data are dominated 
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,1. GALACTIC POLAR CAP TEMPgRATURE 

The temperature measured ARCADE 
eludes contributions from Galactic. 
cosmic sourees. The 2.7 K eosmic microwave 

dominates the temperatures. Galae-
emission is dominated with 

a smaller eontribution from fre~'-free sources. The inte-
contribution of similar and +vr.~ +~Ar 

emission in external eonstitutes an 
1tl!1tUJ6CLtC radio Aeeurate measurement 

reliable 
strueture and the 

Galaetic 
of similar 

above 
strueture of observed Galactic but is in
sensitive to emis.'lion described an additive constant 
in each If the total Galactic were de-
termined some fiducial line of could add 
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The north and south 

p) 
the Galactic latitude of each p and 

accounts for the contribution from the 
each 1/. 

the hemi-
ARCADE 2 chan-

structure 
or similar extended 

111!,,11--1aCHUU.e structure. As we correlate 
maps of the radio with maps of line emission 

within the to estimate the radio int;ensity 
co:rresp.onclir12 to the measured Galactic line 

lines of Several lines could 
to trace Galactic microwave emission. 

from 3--2 transition in neutral atomic 
over the full and is 

emission. Hn emission 
traces free-free emission from the warm ionized 

medium. and may not trace emission from the 
component. In Hn emis-

sion suffers from dust extinction in the Galactic 
it less reliable in where the Galactic radio 

The em fine-structure line from 
hu,{~,·,~,m has also been over the full 

since H! emission from the 

component of the interstellar 11l<~UJ'UI.n. 
trace microwave emission from 
line at 158 [tm from 
be used trace diffuse radio emission. 
even in the does not suffer from dust extmctJon 
and is an mechanism for the diffuse 
interstellar medium. It has full 

the COBE/FIRAS instrument 
1 

4 shows the correlation between the ARCADE 
map and the Cn 158 [tm map. The Cn 

has been smoothed to resolution 11?6 to 
the ARCADE resolution. The data into two 

track from emission near the Galac-
a lower track from emission to the 
Both tracks show radio emission propor-

root of the Cn This would 
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The observed correlation between radio emission and 
ClI allows determination of the 

"rUdUd\: radio emission toward the Galactic 

is the mean lIllGtLllollc\ 

'.Tit",.,,":tt: latitude K 

values of K within observed range 0.5 0.7 
lower the estimated Galactic emission less than the 
half the model Since the correlation coef-

derived fluctuations in the 
and line this method accounts 
for both &<; well latitudi-

structure on the to the extent that the 
emission is not co-located with the line ellW""VlJ 

correlated emission does not determine the 
zero level of either component. 
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emission toward the cap. \Ve test for additional mi
f'rrnx"HlP emission from other of the interstel-
lar medium the 
simultaneous 
ferent the 

ral';al<LCrlC radio 
derived from 

dent regions agree within 5 mK at :3 
as the the zero level of CnUlIJualCt 

modeL 
The "IJ':tCHH 

Since ward 
mr'rp""l'" the effect of eovariance between 

different line maps, we the results derivtc'C! from 
the CII correlation. 

4.1. Galactic Model 

PTnmrmIT Galactic emission from the ARCADE data 
r£V"HPOC a model for both the structure and the 
total Galadic emission. At 

model of the 
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5. SPINNING DUST 

The ARCADE 2 data can also be used to search for ad
ditional microwave emission associated with interstellar 
dust. The microwave is known to contain a compo

fv,rr.>itdcpri with far-infrared dust emission 
but not synchrotron-dominated surveys at 408 or 
1420 MHz (Kogut et al. de Oliveira-Costa et 
a1. 1997; Leitch et a1. 1997; Bennett et a1. The 

spectrum of the correlated component 
from the emission spectrum of thermal 

a index /3 -2.2 in antenna tempera-
ture from 20 to 50 GHz. 

Two main candidates have to this 
"anomalous" correlated emission Electric 

emissiou from a 
dust will 
the lre"n"o,,,'" 

et a1. 

correlation results from the lower 
dust emission. The 

also pne<11cts 

test relies on the absolute 
tic emission. At below 30 

that the total 
of trpp_ trl'p 

Both 
eUU"'''10I1 increase m()11()to,ni(3all) 

in contra.'lt, decreases in 
so that the spedrum of the com-
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bined Galactic emission below 20 GHz can be used to If 
limits on the contribution of dust without 

reference to detailed a thermal 
dust 

as a Tr"rnlnn 

assumed here to represent the 
spectrum. As the dust normalization is 

at 23 GHz must decrease to 
total emission constant. The dust spectrum 

falls so that emission below 10 is dominated 
the A model with dust 

6) will thus have 
t'1'L{nlU'~" of 

emission. 
\VMAP is a differential instrument and is insensitive 

to any The zero level of 
the 23 GHz 

mCJllo,pole contributions. To nn"vc'nr UIl,;Cfl:'pcLnt 

map zero levels from 
mCJllopole from 

and the 
of each map fit to the spa-
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6. 

calibrated obser-
enllssJOn fre-

<'''hUHLL resolution 11':'6. 

Galactic emission 
the Galac

of the 

et a1. 

residual in either a Galactic halo or an lRCoI.rI)n1" 

background. 
A RCADE2 

dust 
show less emission in the Galactic 
with no and are COIllS1SLE,m: 

dust O.4±O.l of the Galaetic emission 
at 23 GHz. 
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